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Here's Why the Supernaturally Creepy Dragon�sh Has
Invisible Teeth
By Brandon Specktor, Senior Writer | June 5, 2019 11:08am ET
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The dragonfish's fangs are so transparent that they perfectly blend into the darkness of the deep ocean. Now, researchers know how.

Credit: VelascoHogan et al./Matter

You might expect something called a deep-sea dragon�sh to be a fearsome leviathan of the deep, dark ocean — and it is, if you
happen to be one of the thumb-size ocean critters the dragon�sh calls prey.

Dragon�sh (genus Aristostomias) are wee (only about 6 inches, or 15 centimeters long), eel-like predators with massive, fang-lined
jaws that can yawn open at 120-degree angles. These gaping chompers allow dragon�sh to devour prey more than half of their
size, but their hunting success also depends on another near-supernatural adaptation: invisibility. While dragon�sh bodies give o�
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a faint, bioluminescent glow, their teeth are almost completely transparent, blending into the dark depths around them without
tipping o� potential prey until the fangs come crunching down.

So, how does this undersea dragon magic work? In a new study published today (June 5) in the journal Matter, scientists took a
close look at a dragon�sh's transparent teeth under an electron microscope and found out. The answer, the researchers
discovered, is an array of grain-size nanocrystals speckled across each fang's enamel, preventing the dragon�sh's own
bioluminescent light from re�ecting o� its open jaws.

Advertisement

According to the study authors, this adaptation likely gives dragon�sh the edge they need to thrive.

"Most deep-sea fauna have unique adaptations, but the fact that dragon�sh have transparent teeth puzzled us, since the trait is
usually found in larger species," senior study author Marc Meyers, a materials scientist at the University of California, San Diego,
said in a statement. "The dragon�sh's teeth are huge in proportion to its mouth — it's like a monster from the movie 'Alien' — and
if those teeth should become visible, prey will immediately shy away. We speculate that the teeth are transparent because it helps
the predator."

Could the dragon�sh's invisible crystal mojo be channeled to create transparent materials that humans could use (like, say, a real-
life invisibility cloak)? Possibly. According to the statement, that's what Meyers and his colleagues aim to �nd out in their next study.
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Originally published on Live Science.
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ROV Encounters a Bizarre DeepSea Oarfish | Video
Here's a video of an oarfish, a deep sea creature that can swim as far as 1,600 feet beneath the surface and of which is little known.
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